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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
Laureen Kells
Greetings Colleagues,
As I write this, lesson planning has started and
teaching begins in a few short days. Like all teachers,
this is a favourite time of year – planning what my
students will (hopefully) accomplish, ordering new
books, and checking out the new SMFA syllabus. All
these activities lend themselves to an exciting
upcoming year.
Speaking of excitement, it was certainly an exciting
time I had in Austria this summer with my friend
Laurel Teichroeb. Visiting the cities that are the home
of Classical music was a truly awe inspiring event.
It was also a great time in Vancouver at the CFMTA
Convention – meetings, workshops, visiting and
sightseeing. All combined to make a great time as I
do my small part to keep our national organization
viable and useful to our members.
In any organization it is important for all members to
take part – this can take many forms. Attending
meetings, adding your voice in decision making,
supporting activities put on by the branches,
spearheading new activities, sitting on your local
executive committee and serving at the provincial level
– all these things add up to a healthy organization and
also add value to your membership. Each year we
dutifully pay our SRMTA dues and many of us wonder
what we “get” for our dollars. I suggest that like all
things in life, you get exactly what you put in. If you

The doorway of one of Beethoven’s apartments in Vienna.

make an effort to be an active and involved member,
you will receive more than your monies’ worth in return.
I offer my very best wishes to all of you for a successful
teaching year and a busy and fruitful year in your local
branches.
Yours in music,
Laureen Kells

Have you moved?
Contact information changed?
Please notify srmta@sasktel.net

OPUS is seeking articles from its members on topics of
relevance to today’s music educators!
Please contact the OPUS editor Laurissa Archer
at laurissa@sasktel.net for more details.
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Publication information
OPUS is published three times a year:
October, January, and June

OPUS SUBMISSION DEADLINES
September 15 for October 1 Issue
December 15 for January 15 Issue
May 15 for June 1 Issue

Article submissions must be sent electronically in
an editable format (e.g. Word, .rtf, or in the body
of an email).
Photos (black and white, or colour) must be
sent electronically as an image file (e.g. jpg, tiff, pdf).
The minimum resolution for photos is
300 dpi. Avoid reducing the photo to send it by email.

NOTE

The Editor reserves the right to edit submissions.

ADVERTISING RATES (Per Issue)
Inside front/back or back cover — $180.00
Full page — $160
Half Page — $100
Quarter Page — $50
Business Card — $35

Please inquire about the special pricing for 3 issues!
Ads may be submitted in colour or black and white.
Email submissions to the editor: laurissa@sasktel.net

DISCLAIMER

The views and opinions expressed in OPUS are
not necessarily those of SRMTA, nor does the SRMTA
endorse the products or services advertised in OPUS.

VISIT US AT:

www.srmta.com
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OBJECTIVES OF THE SRMTA
The objectives of the Association shall be:
TO PROMOTE A HIGH STANDARD OF TEACHING

• to promote the interest of its members by stimulating them through workshops, masterclasses, and
conferences
• to promote progressive ideas and methods in the teaching of music
• to encourage systematic preparation in the art of teaching
• to stimulate the acquirement by its members of a high standard of musicianship and general culture

TO FOSTER AN INTEREST IN THE ORGANIZATION

• to promote a spirit of comradeship by encouraging members to serve on branch, provincial, and national
councils where appropriate
• to encourage and foster the formation of local branches composed of members of the Association at suitable
centres throughout Saskatchewan
• to speak with one voice on provincial and national issues and always advocate on matters of concern for the
professional musician and for the student of music

TO PROMOTE CONTINUING EDUCATION BY AND FOR THE TEACHER

• to encourage the sharing of ideas that would be useful to members and students by giving workshops or
writing pedagogical articles for the Association’s newsletter

TO MAINTAIN THE RECOGNITION OF MUSIC AS A CREDIT IN HIGH SCHOOL AND IN POST
SECONDARY INSTITUTIONS
TO PROMOTE AND MAINTAIN THE STATUS OF PROFESSIONAL MUSIC TEACHERS IN THE PROVINCE

• to promote and assist all movements designed to improve the teaching of music and foster the interest of the
public in music and for these purposes to join with other societies and associations having like aims and objects
in furthering these purposes to promote and maintain the status of professional music teachers in the province
by educating the public on the importance of a qualified teacher and by encouraging upgrading and by keeping
informed through workshops, periodicals and conferences

SRMTA Code of ethics
The Saskatchewan Registered Music Teacher will:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

teach to the best of his/her ability and always promote a positive professional image
always respect the dignity of the student and the work of another teacher
keep the trust under which confidential information is exchanged
refrain from proselytizing another teacher’s students by inducement, innuendo, or insinuation
be candid but kind and objective when advising a student of his/her abilities
have fair and honourable business practices at all times- in dealing with students and the Association
not misrepresent his/her own professional standing or advertise in a misleading manner
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Upcoming events
October 2015
16-17		

SRMTA Convention & AGM

November 2015
12-28		
16-22		

Regina Symphony Orchestra’s Piano Festival
CFMTA Canada Music Week

Favourite Studio Moments of 2014-2015
Last fall we had a wedding recital! The younger students played songs
suitable for prelude music. Different students dressed as the bridal party
complete with bouquets and candle lighters. A different student played for
each person walking down the aisle. They learned how to time their music
to the students walking in and then for the recessional. We ended with a
“wedding cake” and ice cream. It was a fun time but also gave a chance
for them to learn what playing for a wedding entails. -Elenore Sparks,
West Central Branch
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Sponsors
needed
We are looking for award
sponsors for the SRMTA Student
Composer Competition
Please help ensure that our
students have the
opportunity to continue with
this valued endeavour.
Please contact Marj Moldon
for more information:
(306) 272-4221 or
moldon@sasktel.net
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branch reports
Swift Current BRANCH — Marilyn King
The Swift
Current Branch is
pleased to
announce a New
Arrival – well,
more accurately
described as our
“New Look”! Our previous branch logo has been given a
face-lift. This logo/ banner was unveiled/initiated as a
welcome greeting to those who were taking RCM exams
in June and then, we were delighted to share our
banner in public profile at Market Square gatherings –
an outdoor community gathering featuring a market
garden, crafts sales, and live Arts Performances. Our
new banner also greeted Janet Gieck’s Workshop
attendees and the Cobb Swanson’s Music Display and
sales on September 12th.
September 12, 2015 provided an exciting start to the
new teaching year when Swift Current branch members
began the day with their 1st official meeting where we
welcomed Janet Gieck, not only as a Workshop
presenter, but also as a new member of our branch.
We’re so pleased that Janet is now part of our musical
community!

“Hands-On” (L to R: Barb Leverson, Janet Gieck,
Michael Eckert-Lyngstad, and Andrea Neustaeter)

After our RMT meeting, we were very fortunate to have
Flora, from the Cobb Swanson Music Store in Regina,
present us with our “Wish Lists” – i.e. pre-ordered music
OPUS October 2015

designed to meet our studio needs. Flora has patiently
and consistently provided us music with at our
fingertips! We really appreciate your efforts on our
behalf, Flora.

“Browse ’n Buy” at Cobb Swanson - a mobile music store

Following the opportunity to “Browse ‘n Buy” at the
Cobb Swanson mobile music store, Janet Gieck
presented her first workshop entitled: “How to Make
Money Before 4:00 P.M. “– i.e. before “after school
students” arrive for their lessons. A variety of “tech
savvy” and innovative ideas were presented. After a
buffet luncheon, Janet’s second workshop on “Creative
Music Composition” kept us thoroughly attentive with
her creative ideas – including neat games that were
shared in a “Hands-On” approach! We look forward to
sharing these ideas with our students. Our local music
teachers were delighted to welcome music teachers
from Regina and Lemsford to join in these workshops
and to also visit the Cobb Swanson Music Display. In
retrospect, September 12 was a brimful day that left our
attendees inspired to make music magic happen in their
studios.
Now it’s back to reality as we work towards preparing
our students to “Get Set” for Canada Music Week – a
week planned to be full of various activities such as
noon hour “brown bag” recitals, student – participant
music workshops (e.g. - drumming, guitar, MYC),
evening “Jazz and Java” performances and also a recital
featuring Canadian compositions which is scheduled to
take place on November 22, 2015.
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branch reports
YORKTON BRANCH — Laurel Teichroeb
The Yorkton Registered Music
Teachers hosted the two-day
workshop on August 19 & 20,
2015 titled “Planting Seeds for
Greater Yields: Growing the
Young Musician” with early
childhood clinician Dr. Elisabeth
Etopio from University at Buffalo,
State University of New York. 22
teachers and students attended
the workshop which took the
shape of cultivating the early
years of musical preparation and readiness for
private instruction.

Planting Seeds for Greater Yields:
Growing the Young Musician
Some highlights of the four sessions covered:

Session 1 - Preparing the Soil: Creating
Rich Contexts for Music Learning in
Early Childhood
Music Learning Theory has been developed with over 30
years of research by Edwin Gordon in regards to how
we learn and understand music. Interestingly, a child’s
musical aptitude is the highest at birth up to age two!
Just as we learned to
speak by listening before
reading words, musical
understanding is greatest
when we hear it in
context before we learn
to ‘decode’ it on the
written staff. The term
audiation is the hearing
and comprehending of
music. From birth
through five years of
age, a child is in the
preparatory audiation
stage and this is an
important time to nurture
through structured and
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unstructured guidance by providing a rich music learning
environment. Changes in the music of a variety of
genres, movement, silence, meters and especially use of
the Dorian and Mixolydian modes are important. Most of
our piano students come to us for formal lessons while
still in this stage of learning.

Session 2 - More Than Just a Green
Thumb: The Influence of Parents,
Caregivers and Teachers
A group of parents and their children under four years
of age were invited for a music class given by Dr. Etopio.
We had the privilege to observe her give a 45 minute
group lesson with these families. It was interesting to
observe what we had earlier been taught and was very
useful for application in the next two workshops.

Session 3 - Planting Seeds Through
Musical Play (Part 1): Practical
Application of MLT From Birth to Age 3
Sing, move, chant and play! Just as gardeners make
decision about what, where, and when to plant,
teachers make decisions about how to organize
instruction. This session gave practical theory and
approaches of working with newborns to children 3
years old as they learn music. We learned importance of
using tonal and rhythmic
patterns from the pieces
they hear.

Session 4 - Planting
Seeds Through
Musical Play (Part 2):
Practical
Application of MLT
From Age 4 to 6
More singing, moving,
chanting, playing, and
creating! We were the
participants in a mock class
setting and entered the
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music Game review
Laurissa Archer

I recently acquired the game RoboRama from the website
www.susanparadis.com and have been playing it with my
piano students. Both girls and boys, younger and older students,
have really enjoyed it. It’s quickly played (around 5 minutes) and
works great as a two player game. Susan Paradis has done a great
job of making the game easily accessible (FREE!). Simply print it
off, laminate it, find some game pieces, a ping pong ball & dice,
and voila! I highly recommend it for elementary music concept
review.
http://www.susanparadis.com/roborama-a-fun-robot-board-game/

Notice of MOtion
The SASKATOON BRANCH of SRMTA moves that the “Suggested Minimum Fee” for
Registered Music Teachers in Saskatchewan be raised $2 per half hour,
from $24 per half hour to $26 per half hour.
Moved by: Noreen Wensley, RMT & Seconded by: Shirley England RMT
CONTINUED from Page 8:
world of child play. This session gave practical
approaches of working with children ages 4 to 6.
Although these children may be in the early stages of
preparatory audiation, we focused on how to make
activities appropriate for their chronological age. We
came away with many ideas to extend even to our
beginning piano students.
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We had very positive feedback from the sessions and
teachers are now asking for the application of Music
Learning Theory to the first years of piano instruction.
Watch for future workshops that we will be planning on
this topic!

The Yorkton RMT gratefully acknowledges SMEA and
the Yorkton Painted Hand Casino for their generous
grant donations.
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A TRIP THROUGH MUSIC HISTORY
Laureen Kells & Laurel Teichroeb
The “Classical Music Festival” was founded 40 years ago
in the historical city of Eisenstadt, Austria by American
music conductor Dr. Don Moses. The goal of the festival
is to learn about, perform, and celebrate the music of
Franz Joseph Haydn. Since Haydn spent the majority of
his musical career in Eisenstadt, this location has proven
to be the perfect venue to achieve those goals. On this,
their 40th anniversary, we were pleased to be able to
attend. Canada was well represented among the 19
countries attending. Also present from Canada were
Ivea Mark of Calgary, Joan Ritchie of St. Albert, Helve
Sastok of Edmonton, and Bettijo Smith of Northern
Alberta. Participating in the piano masterclasses was
Canadian Jeanne Yang of Alberta.
The dates of the festival were August 3 – 16th, so we
decided to take advantage of our flights over and we
arrived in Vienna on July 30th and 31st. Some Air
Canada troubles prevented us from arriving together,
thus the staggered
dates. Once we
were both there
our first journey
took us to Melk
Abbey. After a tour
of this historic
abbey, we made
our way to
Salzburg.

Mozart’s House of Birth in Salzburg, Austria

It was in Salzburg
that Mozart was
born. It was very
exciting to visit the
house in which he
was born and to
travel the streets
he would have
walked. A large
monument in the
center of town
celebrates Mozart
and his life.

After two busy days in Salzburg we returned to the city
of Vienna. Here, after a bit of searching, we found two
of the four houses that celebrate Mr. Beethoven. Two
statues in this city also celebrate this historic composer.
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We were also pleased to be
able to visit the winter
home of the Hapsburg
family. One can only
wonder at how these
massive palaces were built
and maintained; even more
awe inspiring is to try and
imagine how these people
lived in such opulence.
After this bit of touring it
was time to make our way
back to the airport in
Vienna where buses had
been arranged to take all
the festival participants out
to Eisenstadt. Located
Beethoven’s 5 Pedal Piano
approxinately 60 minutes
in Vienna, Austria
south of Vienna, the city of
Eisenstadt (population 13,000)
proved to be a lovely location for all things musical. This
was the town that Joseph Haydn made his home in
service to the Esterhazy princes for 30 years.
Some highlights of being a part of this festival were
spending time in the Esterhazy palace and hearing
works performed in the beautiful Haydnsaal, visiting the
home of Mr. Haydn, having a peek at his herb garden,
and hearing his Lord Nelson Mass performed in his
home church the Bergkirsche.

Haydnsaal, the main concert room in the
Esterhazy Palace where Haydn would
have conducted most of his major works.
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Faculty members for the festival included: Dr. Jane
McGrath, Dr. Barbara Fast, Dr. Allan Chow, Dr. Nicholas
Roth and lead conductor Dr. Richard Zielinski. Sessions
were very informative and all of the faculty were very
approachable and engaging.

The Bergkirsche, located in Eisenstadt, Austria.
This is the church that Haydn attended and played at,
and where he is buried.

Also included were visiting the musicians’ graves in the
City of Vienna Cemetery, a day trip to Budapest to visit
the Liszt Museum, a tour of the Bösendorfer piano
factory, and an amazing outdoor performance of the
opera Tosca.
The organizers kept us all very busy during our stay. As
part of the teacher group our activities included: 8
lectures, 6 tours, 8 concerts, 2 student recitals, 5
masterclasses, 2 masses (one in the historic St.
Stephen’s Cathedral in Vienna), 4 receptions, and a wine
tasting event. Masterclass performers were university
music students from across the USA, India and Poland.
Learning and performing the music of Haydn was the
contingent of instrumentalists and singers who had
gathered for this event. In total, approximately 200
people came together for the festival.
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The trip was truly amazing and really made the music
history of our textbooks come alive. It was a time to not
only learn from
wonderful
pedagogues but
absorb the rich
heritage of our
profession. The
festival was so well
organized and
became a productive
time to share ideas
with music
colleagues
throughout the
world. Next year’s
festival has already
been announced and
will feature piano
masterclasses and
double concerto
performances with
brothers Allan and
Alvin Chow and
Beethoven’s Ninth
The grave of Strauss, located
for the choir and orchestra.
in Vienna, Austria
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motivating musicians (part 1 of 4)
Karen King
Karen King is a third generation
piano teacher completing
research focused on
motivation in piano students
and is currently working
towards an M.A. in piano
pedagogy with the
University of Ottawa. You
can follow her continuous
thoughts on piano
pedagogy, studio business
practices, and music
teaching in general at www.
thecanadianpianoteacher.com.
All music teachers know that
motivating their students to engage in
lessons, practice at home, and perform in public is a
constant challenge. Music lessons are often an extracurricular activity with varying degrees of commitment
and consistency from both students and parents.
Despite this, a piano teacher’s most important but most
difficult job – aside from knowing the repertoire,
maintaining their own technique, or preparing students
for exams and competitions – is convincing a student in
only thirty minutes per week that playing the piano is
the most worthwhile thing they have ever done.
Although the teacher has devoted his or her entire life
to the study of music, this standard cannot always be
expected from students. Further, the intrinsic motivation
that a teacher has developed may not match the
extrinsic motivation that the student needs.
Due to a lack of motivation, many students discontinue
piano lessons before mastering the instrument in favour
of different activities. Dr. David Pollei, former member of
the Bachauer Foundation, cites statistics which indicate
that “90% of students who drop out still wish that they
could play the piano.” Furthermore, the drop-out rate
for reading-based piano lessons in the U.S. is about
80% after two to three years of study. The questions
which arise from these statements include when the
original motivation began to decline, what was the
cause, and how to prevent the decline in student
motivation.
Indeed, how to maintain high levels of motivation in
piano students is the ultimate question of private
teaching.
Page 12

While following articles in this series will give you ideas
and tricks to keep your students consistently motivated
throughout this teaching year, we need to begin with a
discussion about the two main types of motivation:
intrinsic and extrinsic motivation.
Extrinsic motivation is seen where the activity is a
means to an end, and there are generally three end
points.
Obtain a separable outcome: stickers, candy,
excursions, internet time, money, or certificates/
trophies.
While the simplest form of motivation, obtaining a
separable outcome is seen the most commonly. For
example, adults would not likely go to work without the
external reward of a paycheck.
While success is usually externally defined and the
award is usually externally granted that is not always
the case. For example, I could only convince myself to
attend a 4th year French Phonetics class in my
undergraduate if I bought myself a latte on the way.
Achieve an externally defined goal: perform in
recitals, take piano exams, music festivals, or
earn an A+ academic average.
For young students, external goals are usually
prescribed or imposed by teachers or parents. Often
young students do not know all of the options and are
presented with a set of goals to work towards.
If the goal is self-directed, it is usually to gain prestige
or praise. For example, when a hockey player aims to
please the cheering crowd instead of playing for the love
of the game, they are extrinsically motivated.
Fueled by external influence: attracting
attention, avoiding punishment, avoiding peer
criticism, gaining a favourable opinion, or
receiving compliments.
External influence can lead students to activities which
do not feel natural (peer pressure), or to avoid activities
which we would normally like to try (fear of looking
stupid). However, external influence can be used
positively to support students as they find
OPUS October 2015

their own direction.
Intrinsic Motivation is seen where the activity is a good
in itself, developed by personal interest and enjoyment.
For intrinsic motivation to flourish there must be three
equally important factors present.
Competency: provide optimal challenges,
feedback, and positive reinforcement.
Positive performance feedback enhances intrinsic
motivation and builds on students’ competency. Further,
positive feedback can increase the likelihood that
students will return to or persist in an activity and
self-report higher interest in the activity.
Autonomy: self-regulated growth, variety of
choices, self-directed activity.
When students feel responsible for their own direction
- and their own success - intrinsic motivation
prospers. It also promotes persistence with future
challenges, provides opportunities for self-expression,
and increased creativity.
Relatedness: applicability to other skills,
contribution to community, caring teachers and
mentors
Relating the current activity to previous knowledge
allows for individual internalization and interpretation.
Also, the teacher being able to relate to the student
builds a relationship and brings a sense of belonging
and security.
Although motivation is often treated as a singular
concept, humans are motivated both intrinsically and
extrinsically. While there is a place for both in the
teaching studio, research confirms that intrinsically
motivated students have improved cognitive and
social development and gain a continuous source of
enjoyment and vitality throughout life. In order to
develop intrinsic motivation in our students, we must
build environments which support competence,
autonomy, and relatedness. For example, a piano
student about to learn a new piece must be
autonomously allowed to choose from a wide range of
musical styles to find the piece that speaks to them;
they must be made to feel that although the piece is

challenging, it is within their potential to achieve this
goal; and that the piece relates well to what they have
learned before and what is yet to come. If any one of
these three elements is missing, it is easy to see how
intrinsic motivation could be destroyed. If the student
begins to learn a piece they adore (gaining autonomy),
but are criticized for their choice (lacking competency),
intrinsic motivation will be crushed. Coercion, time
limits, directives, pressured evaluations, and imposed
goals severely diminish intrinsic motivation.
As teachers, this is often a difficult thing to remember.
We approach lessons with objectives for each student,
identifying their strengths and weaknesses and hoping
to cultivate both. Music teachers choose learning
material that we think inspires – or at the very least has
sound pedagogical value – and encourages our students
to participate in exams, festivals, and recitals. However,

motivating musicians
I agree with the research that intrinsic motivation
produces the most meaningful and self-regulated form
of motivation. Students who are intrinsically motivated
report higher levels of personal satisfaction, feelings of
accomplishment, and a drive to pursue new and more
challenging goals. It is the intrinsically motivated piano
student who: performs for their grandparents, learns
new pieces on their own, and are more adventurous
with volume, speed, and flair in their
playing. If intrinsic motivation is not
readily apparent, teachers attempt to
build an environment to bring out this
quality: we encourage feelings of
competence by giving positive
feedback, we promote autonomy by
letting students have choice in the
music which they study, and we
acknowledge the feelings of each
student and encourage them to
express these feelings in their pieces.
The research confirms that “teachers
who are autonomy supportive (in
contrast to controlling) catalyze in
their students greater intrinsic
motivation, curiosity, and desire for
challenge ... such findings
generalized to other domains such as
sport and music in which supports for
autonomy and competence by
parents and mentors incite more
intrinsic motivation” (Deci & Ryan,
2000, p. 71). But, how does one
approach a student who, after all of
these elements are in place, is still
not motivated to study the piano? I
can host the most encouraging,
interactive, dynamic, and reflective
aural tuning
piano lesson but sometimes students
voicing
still have no desire to learn.
concert and studio
preparation
As parents enroll sometimes lesscustom rebuilding
than-enthused students into piano
lessons, the teacher is expected to
regulating
wondrously cultivate intrinsic
repairing
motivation. Although intrinsic
evaluations and
motivation is obviously the most
consultations
desirable, I disagree that intrinsic
motivation is always the most

there never seems to be enough time in the year and
the final few months always seem rushed in pursuit of
deadlines. Research shows that deadlines, assessments,
and negative feedback all diminish intrinsic motivation,
and although I agree with this in theory, in practice this
is often the time when I see the most growth from
students. While intrinsic motivation is very powerful,
extrinsic motivation is often more readily available.

306-221-3786

Services
•

P.O. Box 32006
Saskatoon, SK S7S 1N8
bruce@bgpianotech.com
www.bgpianotech.com

•
•
•
•
•

Servicing pianos for over 30 years
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•
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practical. As previously mentioned, the pursuit of
external goals and rewards are often where reluctant
students see the most progress and accomplish the
most learning. Typically, with the external fear of public
criticism at a recital, a poor exam mark, or the appeal of
gaining a scholarship at a music festival, students work
harder during the final month before these events than
the rest of the year combined. It is in these situations
where students find success and the glimmers of
intrinsic motivation begin to appear. It may be the case
that, although intrinsic motivation is internal –
something organic or evolved and cannot be taught – it
takes a lot of extrinsic motivation over the course of
years to awaken the intrinsic side. As researcher Gary
McPherson explains, “When learning to play a musical
instrument, young children must invest reasonable effort
and develop a modicum of proficiency before they will
derive motivational benefits from the process” (2006).

What students and parents do not realize is that
carrying through with extrinsic motivation usually gives
way to intrinsic motivation: effort gives way to ability.
While future articles in this series will discuss how to
maintain consistently high levels of effort, for now
consider how you motivate your students. Then, instead
of wishing for more motivated students, acknowledge
that it is your job to provide that motivation. Whether as
shameless extrinsic motivation, or subtle intrinsic
motivation, it is the teacher’s job to discover what
motivates each student. However, remember that if
students are allowed to pursue what holds meaning for
them – whether the refined Baroque repertoire of Corelli
or the aural traditions of Celtic music – they will be able
to sustain higher levels of intrinsic motivation. A music
teacher’s ultimate goal is to develop and support
intrinsically motivated students.

Strategic planning
Are you interested in getting more
involved in the SRMTA?
Are you wondering how we will stay
viable in the future?
Would you like to participate in the
process that will help ensure the
SRMTA stays viable and vibrant?
Then please consider joining the
SRMTA Strategic Planning
Committee. Correspondence and
ideas are shared online. All ideas
and concerns are welcome.
If you would like to join
this worthwhile committee
contact Laureen at
lkells@sasktel.net

OPUS October 2015
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aWARDS & COMPETITIONS
2015 Summer Music Camp Award— Alex Keller
Hello, my name is Alex Keller. I attended Summer School for the Solo
Voice this year in North Battleford, with help from SRMTA. I went to
the musical theatre portion of the camp, taught mainly by Heather
Macnab. It was a really enjoyable experience; I met a lot of people
with similar interests and I learned a lot about my voice and little
habits that I have that may distract or take away from my
performances. The choir director, Laurence Ewashko, was delightful
and full of experiences that he shared with us throughout the week. All
of the instructors were very talented and open, and there was time for
one-on-one time throughout the week if anyone wanted it. It was an
informative and music filled week, and I’m very thankful to have had
the opportunity to go!

2015 Florence Bowes Piano Scholarship— Eric Bews
I would like to thank SRMTA for
giving me the opportunity to
attend the CFMTA Conference
and Competition. It was an
honour to represent
Saskatchewan in the
competition. Attending the
conference was a valuable
experience for me. I learned a
great deal from performing in
the competition as well as
meeting other students and
professionals who share my love
of music.

Attending the sessions at the conference was also very
helpful. Some memorable sessions included Janet
Lopinski discussing the Chopin Polonaises and Mazurkas,
Jenifer Snow talking about adjudication, and Thomas
Green presenting his research about piano pedagogy at
the Paris Conservatory during the nineteenth century.
As I begin my Master of Music degree at the University
of Western Ontario this fall, I would like to thank SRMTA
for playing a huge role in my artistic development.
Besides performing at the CFMTA competition, SRMTA
has awarded me scholarship money in their competitions
and given me opportunities to perform in a master class.
I am going to miss this organization and its wonderful
members. I hope to see some of you on my return trips
home to Saskatoon.

2015 CFMTA Student Composer Competition
Congratulations to Marissa Hart from Yorkton, SK for being awarded 2nd Place in the following catergory for her
composition entitled “In the Clouds”: Category A - 11 Years and Under, Class 1, Composition for Solo Instrument!

2016 Jean McCulloch Junior Piano Competition— Cherith Alexander
The Jean McCulloch Competition will be held Saturday, May 14th, 2016 in Weyburn. The Weyburn RMT’s are excited
to host this event and will do our best to ensure the day is enjoyable, inspiring and educational for all the young
pianists who perform. We look forward to seeing you there!

For all competition entry forms, please go to www.srmta.com
Page 16
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2015 Dorothy Bee Memorial Scholarship— Allison Luff
I was honoured to
participate in the
28th
International
Kodály
Seminar in
Kecskemét,
Hungary.
This
biannual
Kodály
Seminar
brings
worldrenowned
master teachers
and performing artists
to the Kodály Institute of
the Liszt Academy of Music, in Kecskemét, Hungary for
an unparalleled combination of summer music education
and musical performances. The first International Kodály
Seminar in Kecskemét was organized in 1970. Over the
last 40 years there have been approximately 3,000
music pedagogues and conductors from 49 different
countries participating in the seminars. The aim of the
courses has been to introduce the Hungarian music
education as well as the theoretical and practical issues
of Zoltán Kodály to the world. I participated in the
pedagogical course as well as the piano performance
classes with respected Hungarian pianist, Orsolya Szabó.
Every morning we sang in a two-hour choir rehearsal in
solfedge led by László Norbert Nemes. This was followed

by a two-hour solfedge class. In the afternoon I worked
with Lucinda Geoghegan from Great Britain, in a
singing-games class. This was quite fun as we were in a
large gym and learned over 20 different songs and their
corresponding games designed to teach simple and
complex rhythm-patterns, co-ordination, and folk-songs.
The workshops I participated in were incredible. I
learned about Klára Kokas’s inspirational work on music
and movement and teaching inner feeling of music. In
the second week, we learned techniques for teaching
the Kodály method to children in secondary school with
little to no experience through rhythm games, canons,
and a “la” based approach over “do.”
The evening performances were many and featured
up-and-coming Hungarian cellists, violinists, and pianists
as well as popular Hungarian folk musician Csík János.
We performed as a full-choir at the end of the two-week
Kodály Art Festival program.
Overall, I would highly recommend this course to
anyone wishing to enhance their Kodály skills. I met
teachers from all over the world, which was equally as
inspiring to learn about their classrooms, students, and
teaching joys and tribulations. I have a stronger
appreciation for musicianship skills and their importance
in learning an instrument. I always had taught my
beginner piano students with singing but I am further
convinced that finding your voice will lead to a stronger
connection with the instrument. I look forward to
sharing this knowledge with my students of all ages.

Notice of Annual General Meeting
Saturday, October 17
12:00 noon (lunch)
Biggar Museum & Gallery
105 - 3rd Ave. West
The SRMTA is seeking Board Members. Contact Laureen Kells or Sandra Kerr
if you are interested in serving in this important capacity.
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CANADA
MUSIC
WEEK
®

la semaine de la musique canadienne

NOVEMBER 16-22, 2015
Celebrating the best of Canadian
music, culture and creativity, with live
performances and events across the country.
Visit www.cfmta.org for details.

CANADIAN FEDERATION
OF MUSIC TEACHERS’ ASSOCIATIONS
FÉDÉRATION CANADIENNE DES ASSOCIATIONS
DE PROFESSEURS DE MUSIQUE

Canada Music Week poster 2015 8.5x11.indd 1
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I Don’t Teach My Students to count
Gregory Chase
Gregory is pursuing his master’s
degree in Music Education at the
University at Buffalo, State
University of New York, where his
studies focus on how children learn
and process music.
“I don’t teach my students to count,
because I want them to feel the
beat.”
The above comment came up on a Facebook page that I
“liked”, and unfortunately this statement was made in a
disparaging manner by one teacher, in regard to another
teacher’s approach. I was disappointed in the path this
conversation/discussion took by those subscribed to the
Facebook page, partly because I am one of those
teachers who does not teach my beginner students to
count because I do want them to “feel” the beat.

listen to a recording, or hear a piece of music in their
mind (which incorporates facets of tonal and rhythm
audiation), and even though one isn’t playing the piece,
we can feel the motions that would be required to play
that passage or piece. Personally, I experience this the
most when driving, as my body is physically still, due to
staying on the highway in avoidance of the ditches.
Generally, as teachers we teach the way we were
taught, and most of us were directed to “count time” to
understand rhythm. Often it was explained to us, and in
turn we explain to our students, that in order to
understand “time” we need to count the underlying
pulses in music, which we call beats. Soon after the
concept of time was established, we were taught (and in
turn we teach our students) the note-value names that
are superimposed on, and divide, “time” as indicated by
the “time” signature. Unfortunately, a majority of
students use numbers, but they utter them at the wrong
time, causing inconsistent tempos, uncertain meter, and
inaccurate rhythm.

When it comes to teaching any concept, the truth is the
brain stores information, it does not
produce understanding. The
The brain stores There are many reasons why students
have difficulty maintaining a consistent
information stored in the brain is
information, it
tempo, or in other words, have difficulty
acquired through the senses. In other
words, the brain simply retains what
does not produce “keeping in time”. Contributing factors
may be physical limitations, aptitude, or
has been sent through the nervous
understanding.
simply lack of motivation. However, once
system. The mind (psychological)
those are eliminated as factors, research
then takes over and gives meaning to
has uncovered why the traditional approach to teaching
the information by proliferating synapses in the brain
musical time tends to be unproductive and it is because
(biological). (Gordon, 2004). Think of the brain as the
time is taught before most students have fully
hard drive in a computer, and the mind as the software.
experienced space (Gordon, 2008).
Without the software, the information on the hard drive
is useless, as it can’t be accessed. This is the same with
the human body, with the brain being the hard drive and “Musical time (tempo) must exist within the realm of
space, but space can be experienced apart from musical
the senses being the software that provides the
time” (Gordon, 2004, p. 11). Students should physically
information to the brain. To understand rhythm, the
experience space before they are introduced to the
body (senses) must experience it through movement,
concept of musical time; as in tapping the foot or
which then transmits the information to the brain. With
clapping their hands. For students to experience space,
time, one will audiate movement without actually
they need to explore space with their arms, legs, hands,
moving. Here is an example of audiating movement:
and with their feet in stationary and locomotive actions.
Without moving your body or arm think of playing the D
Associated with the issue that space must be
major scale, two octaves, with your right hand. Can you
“feel” the movement as you are sitting still? If so, that is experienced before it is combined with musical time, is
the fact that space is best understood through
audiation of movement. In many incidences one can

1- Audiation is hearing and comprehending in one’s mind the sound of music that may or may not be physically present. It is neither imitation nor
memorization but rather based on comprehension. (Gordon, 2004).
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continuous free-flowing movement. Once continuous
movement becomes natural, musical time (establishing
tempo) is superimposed on space, and the two become
one (Gordon, 2004).
I spend a number of minutes in each lesson away from
the piano giving students the opportunity to experience
the space in rhythm and “between” the beats. So often
we are worried about the beginning of the beats and
spend all our energy in trying to make sure that the
beginning of the beat is “on time”.
Because of this, we tend to forget
everything that occurs between the
beginning of one beat, and the
beginning of the next beat.
Continuous movement activities
allow students to feel the space
“between” the macrobeats (big
beats), to become aware of what is
happening “after” the beginning of
the macrobeat with the inclusion of
the microbeats (small beats). We
have all encountered a student who
rushes the tempo or clips/shortens
the length of a beat. The reason
this happens is that the student is
anticipating the beginning of the
next beat, rather than feeling the
space between the beats. They are
not aware of, or experiencing, what
is happening “after” the beginning,
they are immediately trying to
access the hard drive of the
computer without the aid of
software.

answer, or perhaps answer saying, “The same as two
eighth notes?” with the voice rising at the end as if
posing a question. Rather, we should be asking, “Show
me how long one beat is.” Now it needs to be stated,
when we listen to music and when our students listen,
we do not listen in isolated durations of whole notes,
half notes, quarter notes, rather we listen to rhythm
patterns with specific functions. We listen syntactically
rather than phonologically. So rather than asking the
student to show us how long one beat is, we should say,

When we ask a student, “How long
is a quarter note?” We often get the
response, “One beat.” (Now, we all
know that dependent on the “time”
signature this may or may not be
true. For the sake of this example,
let’s say it is true.) When we ask,
“How long is a quarter note?” we
get the response, “One beat.” What
would happen if we then asked,
“How long is one beat?” I suspect
the student may not have an
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their chair, e.g. think of our backbone as a snake and
“Let’s feel/experience/sense this entire rhythm pattern.”
move in an “s” shape. Then incorporate the movement
And then model the movement for the child with them
following us as we chant the rhythm pattern. Continuous of the arms, hands, head, and the hips, but the concept
is to feel and fill the space. As older students feel
motion, away from the piano, will allow the student to
comfortable they will then move to standing activities
physically experience the length of one beat, or better
and take advantage of moving in the entire space
yet, the rhythmic pattern/passage as a whole; as music
around them. As a side note, a very neat experience in
is not made up of one beat but rather a series of
attending the Gordon Institute of
rhythmic patterns. This continuous
Music Learning (GIML) Conference in
motion will express the space between
Musical time
Chicago this summer was that every
the beats and rhythm patterns
(tempo) must exist session of the conference began with a
allowing students to experience the
whole beat, not just the beginning of
within the realm continuous flow activity to a song the
presenter sung. Whether you were 20
the beat. We need to encourage our
of
space,
but
space
or 80+ we all flowed with continuous
students to move continuously while
listening to music. Whether the music can be experienced motion, uninhibited. I have to say that
I have never attended a music
is recorded, or played by the teacher
apart from
conference where so much
or classmate, it is important that they
“musicking” took place, from singing in
move continuously to the music. For
musical time.
four-part harmony in multimetric
example, we may ask them to move
choral works, to moving like a snake,
like a falling leaf, or to move as if they
to performing vocal solo improvisations in Dorian mode.
are swimming under water.
As we become comfortable with engaging continuous
movement, so will our students.
At the beginning, when teaching students rhythm, we
should refrain from teaching students whole notes, half
Going back to the title of this article, if we want our
notes, quarter notes, etc. Rather allow them to learn
students to “feel” the beat, we must take the time and
about Macrobeats and microbeats in duple and triple
teach them “how” to feel the beat. Believe it or not, this
metre and about beat function, rather than beat
is more natural than we think. By using our physical
placement and the arithmetic value of individual notes.
symmetry and by being aware of how our brain
By moving continuously to music and chanting rhythm
processes music, we can proudly say, “I don’t teach my
patterns (not beat durations but rhythm patterns),
students to count because they learn how to experience
students learn to “feel” the space of time. In my studio,
the space.”
all of this occurs in the lesson before we go to the
piano. This may start by singing a simple song as we
move with a continuous flowing motion, e.g. a leaf
References:
falling off a tree, or as if swimming under water. As
Gordon (2004) states, “to realistically sense space,
Gordon, E.E. (2004). The aural/visual experience of
students must shed rigidity and self-consciousness, and
music literacy: Reading & writing music notation.
most very young children do so naturally until they are
Chicago, IL: GIA.
forced to conform to society’s rules.” For older students,
until they feel comfortable and realise the importance of
Gordon, E. E. (2008). Clarity by comparison and
continuous flow, and until they feel comfortable moving
relationship: A bedtime reader for music educators.
around the room, give them activities while seated in
Chicago, IL: GIA.

2- To read more on beat function vs. beat placement, and the use of rhythm patterns in developing a stronger rhythm aptitude in students, read my
article “Developing Internal Rhythm within our Students” in the January 2015 issue of OPUS.
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Meet our new Srmta members
Stephen Kreuger
Stephen began formal study of the double bass at the University of
Regina with Stephen McLellan. During his undergraduate degree he
performed for two seasons with the Regina Symphony Orchestra. Further
studies brought him to Toronto to study with Paul Rogers at the
University of Toronto, where he completed an Artist’s Diploma in 2007.
Stephen is a past member of both the National Youth Orchestra of
Canada and Boris Brott’s National Academy Orchestra and is grateful to
have been mentored by many great teachers and conductors as well as
share the stage with many wonderful musicians and soloists.
Stephen has appeared in recent seasons with the Georgetown Bach
Chorale, Red Deer Symphony Orchestra, Calgary’s Festival Choir, and the
University of Saskatchewan’s Amati String Quartet. He lives in Saskatoon
and is currently in his fourth season with the Saskatoon Symphony
Orchestra.
Stephen has taught previously as an itinerant double bass coach with the Toronto District School Board and as a
member of the Regina Conservatory of Music. He is available for private lessons on double bass and tutoring in
preparation for RCM History, Harmony and Analysis exams from his home studio in Saskatoon.

Tanya Bergen, ARCT
Tanya started piano lessons with Shirley Lummerding at the age of seven and
completed her grade 10 practical exam with the Royal Conservatory of Music (RCM)
at the age of 14. While working toward a communication degree at Mount Royal
College in Calgary, Tanya studied jazz piano with Sheldon Zanboer. From 2008 to
2011, Tanya was the Director of Music at Grace Mennonite Church in Regina, and to
better serve the choir, she started studying voice with Betty Hayes. In January
2014, Tanya received ARCT diplomas from the RCM in both Piano Pedagogy and
Vocal Performance.
Tanya teaches piano, theory and harmony, accompanies flute and voice students as
well as the Halcyon Chamber Choir, performs as an organist and vocalist with Per
Sonatori Baroque Ensemble, and is a frequent soloist at Knox-Metropolitan United
Church. Tanya is currently working toward an ARCCO from the Royal Canadian College of
Organists.

Thank you to the Saskatchewan Music Educators Association (SMEA)
for their ongoing sponsorship of our professional development programs.
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What is the lifespan of a piano?
Ben Frostad, CPT
It has happened to me many times. Every piano tuner
knows the experience. You arrive at a home to tune an
old family heirloom that contains inestimable
sentimental value for the owners, but a few moments
with the piano tells you the sad truth: The piano has
reached the end of its useful life.
Whether we like it or not, all good things come to an
end at some point. This fact is just as true of pianos as
it is of anything else. Sometimes we take for granted the
longevity of the piano; after all, it is not uncommon to
find pianos built in the early 1900’s (or even the late
1800’s) that are still in use. But pianos do not last
forever. They too are mortal.

compress and develop string marks, which over time
can turn into deep grooves that impede the instrument’s
tone. Other action felts will also harden and compress
over time and result in clicks, rattles, and other noises.
The key bushings will wear out, resulting in a loose,
sloppy feel and noisy play. And action centres can wear
out or break, requiring replacement parts.

But even pianos that are never played will experience
some effects of aging: Action felts and hammer felts can
harden or lose their resiliency; wound strings can loosen
and become dull; and action parts can seize or become
too loose. If a piano is not tuned for years, the strings
will slowly lose their tension and may be difficult or
almost impossible to get back into tune. Add to that
environmental effects from changes in humidity and
A piano can be compared to an automobile in many
temperature: Loose glue joints, cracked soundboards
ways. No one buys an unrestored 50-year-old car and
and bridges, loose tuning pins, rusted or
expects it to run well, much less be a
corroded strings, etc. These and other
good vehicle for their teenager to
Pianos do not
problems will cause certain notes to not
learn how to drive on. The same
last forever.
play or hold their tune and excessive
concept applies to pianos. However,
buzzing or rattling. Often these issues
unlike automobiles or household
They too are
cannot be easily repaired. Even more
appliances, pianos tend to last quite
mortal.
damage can result if the piano is
a bit longer.
exposed to extreme heat, cold, moisture
or dryness, or from misuse such as
So how long does a piano last? That
dropping the piano, spilling liquids on the piano, etc. A
is kind of like asking how long a car lasts. The answer
piano that has been in a house fire or a flood, for
is, “It depends…” What kind of piano is it? How well has
example, usually cannot be salvaged.
it been maintained? How much has it been used? Has it
been (completely or partially) rebuilt? There are many
The various effects of aging over time will add up to the
variables involved, one of which is the difficulty in
point where the piano is compromised in tone and
precisely defining the “point of death” of a piano; one
touch, and functionality is limited. An older piano will
person might consider a piano to be “dead” while
have more difficulty conveying dynamic expression, and
another person thinks it has lots of life left in it. All the
will be harder to control. The more a piano has aged,
variables aside, the standard recommendation in the
the more musical limitations it will have. For a student
industry for the average lifespan of a piano is 40 or 50
trying to learn on such a piano, this can be extremely
years. Of course, some pianos last longer, and some
frustrating. Often a student’s decision to discontinue
don’t even last that long. The average lifespan only
taking piano lessons can be traced back to the
offers us part of the story; to get a full answer to our
instrument that he or she was forced to practice on.
question we have to first look at the ways that time and
use affect a piano, and the limitations of an old piano as
A note here is in order regarding the quality of an
over against a new one.
instrument. Predictably, a high-quality piano will last
much longer and be in much better shape than a
The Effects of Age on a Piano
low-quality instrument. In the history of piano
manufacturing, it is well-known that production quality
There are a number of things that happen to a piano as
went downhill drastically after World War II as compared
it ages. The most obvious is the wear and tear from
with pianos built in the early 1900s. This was due to a
being played. As a piano is played, the hammers will
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number of factors, not the least of which was the
introduction of the short piano. Smaller pianos, both
grand and upright, are inferior in almost every way to
larger pianos, despite how well they have been
marketed. Thus it is not unusual to find spinets and
consoles from the 50’s and 60’s that are reaching the
end of their useful life around the same time as old, tall
uprights from the 1910’s and 20’s. Even in almost-new
condition, a miniature-sized piano will have limitations in
its musical ability, and those limitations will only increase
as the piano ages. As a general rule, if the piano was a
“cheap” piano when it was brand new, chances are its
lifespan will be that much shorter.

upright or a small grand is not worth restoring, as the
cost for a complete rebuild (in the ballpark of $10,000)
will exceed the value of the instrument. In some cases a
“partial restoration” may be viable. An upright piano, for
example, may have the action refurbished and strings
replaced, but retain the original soundboard and
pinblock. Also, a high-use piano may need to have
hammers replaced long before the rest of the
instrument wears out.
The restoration potential of a piano can be further
limited in cases of severe damage. A crack in the castiron plate (the irreplaceable “backbone” of the piano),
for example, can be a death-sentence. Smoke damage,
heat damage, and water damage can also limit an
instrument’s viability for rebuilding. But aside from such
cases, restoration is a desirable option for a piano that
warrants it, and will renew its useful life and offer
decades of use.

Conclusion

What about Restoration?
One of the amazing things about a piano is that once its
useful life is over there is the possibility of having it
“resurrected”. Restoring a piano involves refurbishing
the action with new hammers, felts, and other parts;
replacing or repairing the soundboard, bridges, and
pinblock and replacing the strings; and refinishing the
cabinet along with any structural or cosmetic repairs. A
rebuilt piano, if the rebuilding job is thorough and the
work was performed by a reputable piano rebuilder, can
be as good as a brand new piano.
Not all instruments have viable restoration potential,
however. From a purely financial standpoint, restoration
is usually only feasible on grand pianos over six feet.
Except for very high-end makes – such as Steinway,
Mason & Hamlin, Bechstein, Bösendorfer, etc. – an
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All this goes to show that there is no cut-and-dried
answer to how long a piano lasts. Every piano is
different with a unique history of its own. 40 to 50 years
may represent the average lifespan of a piano, but
practically speaking the variance can be much greater. A
piano that is 100 years old may still function, but
whether or not it functions well is another question.
Chances are, that piano will never be able to perform to
the standards of a newer instrument. It is important to
understand the limitations that a piano acquires as it
ages, and that these limitations are not lost on a student
who is struggling to make her piano sound like her
teacher’s. As tempting as it may be to assume an old,
cheaply-acquired piano is sufficient for a beginner
pianist, skimping too much on the quality of the
instrument may compromise the ability of that student
to continue her musical education.
Different pianists have different requirements, and for
some situations a piano may be suitable that in other
situations it would not be. In the end, it is encouraging
to know that a good quality piano, when maintained
well, is a long-term investment that will provide musical
pleasure for years to come.
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Kathleen Lohrenz Gable
419 Crean Lane
Saskatoon, SK S7J 3X3
(306) 373-1785
gklh@shaw.ca

Canadian National
Conservatory of Music
Laureen Kells
Box 57
Tuffnell, SK S0A 4G0
(306) 272-4762
lkells@sasktel.net
London College
Vacant

Trinity College
Lynn Ewing
726 - 10th Street E
Saskatoon, SK S7H 0H1
(306) 652-2240
lewing@sasktel.net

SMFA
Laureen Kells
Box 57
Tuffnell, SK S0A 4G0
(306) 272-4762
lkells@sasktel.net
SRMTA Community
Music Awards
Sarah Clark Gregory
Box 1124
Watrous, SK S0K 4T0
(306) 946-2160
sclarkgreg@yahoo.ca
SRMTA Summer Music
Camp Award
Marjorie Klassen
Box 37
Glenbush, SK S0M 0Z0
(306) 342-4946
cklassen@sasktel.net
SRMTA/CFMTA Student
Composer Competition
Marjorie Moldon
Box 746
Foam Lake, SK S0A 1A0
(306) 272-4221
moldon@sasktel.net
Gordon C. Wallis Memorial
Piano Competition
Lynn Ewing
726 - 10th Street E.
Saskatoon, SK S7H OH1
(306) 652-2240
lewing@sasktel.net
Young Artist
Vacant

SMEA
Vacant
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editor’s message
Laurissa Archer
It was a fine August day. The sun was shining and a
fresh breeze stirred the early afternoon air. One week
remained of summer vacation before my students
started knocking on my door.
On a patio table sat two glasses - a tall one of coffee,
mingling with ice, and a shorter one with the classic hot
variation.
“You must have just had the talent for this” said my
mother, referring to years and years of piano instruction
that had led me to the piano teaching profession.
I begged to differ.
I didn’t have extra-ordinary musical “talent”.

There seems to be a point in most peoples’ lives where
talent stops; that is where pure hard work and
dedication begin.
Today I am thanking all the music teachers (and
parents) reading this. You are needed. You are
important. You have the
power to positively
influence your
most
aggravating
student.
Also, I am
thankful for
coffee.

What I had were piano teachers who generously passed
on their passion for music to me. They saw something in
me and helped that grow. Their patience and
persistence, and above all, their encouragement for me
to be authentic when I sat down on that piano bench:
this is where the credit is due.

SRMTA PROMOTIONAL
MATERIALS AVAILABLE!
Pens, Pencils and Folders
To order contact:
lkells@sasktel.net
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